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Abstract 
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0. Introduction 
Let p be an odd prime. 
The question of which p-local Lie groups are homotopy commutative has been 
studied by many authors [ 14, 11, 141. At small primes there are very few Lie groups 
with their loop multiplication that are homotopy commutative. We have: 
McGibbon’s Theorem (McGibbon [l]). If G 1.9 LZ simply connected, simple Lie group 
and p is u prime with p <2n where 2n - 1 is the degree of the highest rutionul 
generator, then Cc,,) with its loop space structure, is homotopy commutative only if 
G is Sp(2) at the prime 3 or G is G2 at the prime 5. 
For the Lie groups Sp(2) and G2. we have 
H*(Sp(2);Fj) = A(x,@x), 
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and 
H*(G&)=A(x,.@x), 
where degree x = 3 and .9’ is the Steenrod operation. 
In this note we generalize McGibbon’s theorem to: 
Main Theorem. If X is CI jinite homotopy commutative, homotopy associutive simply 
connected, mod 3 H-space, then H*(X; F3) is isomorphic to the mod 3 cohomology of 
a product of Sp(2)s as an algebra over the Steenrod algebra. 
Our proof is based on homotopy theoretical methods and has the following virtues: 
(1) It does not depend on any classification theorem for Lie groups. 
(2) The result is independent of the loop space structure of a topological group. 
(3) These are the absolute minimum assumptions. It is known that if X is a finite 
H-space localized at an odd prime, one can change its H-structure so that it is ho- 
motopy commutative [4]. However, very few of these H-structures that are homotopy 
commutative retain their homotopy associativity when localized at the prime 3. Thus, 
by changing the H-structure on a Lie group, one can construct many examples of ho- 
motopy commutative 3-local finite H-spaces whose cohomology is not isomorphic to 
the cohomology of a product of Sp(2)s. 
(4) It has been conjectured that for p an odd prime, all p-local finite A,-spaces admit 
loop space structures [ 121. Our main theorem shows that a 3-local finite homotopy 
commutative As-space has cohomology isomorphic to that of a loop space. 
The paper is divided into five sections. In Section 1 we review the Stasheff and 
Milnor constructions of projective spaces [ 15, 131. Given an H-map f : (X, p) + (Y, v) 
between homotopy associative H-spaces, we construct an A3 obstruction AJ( f) :XA’ + 
SLY which measures whether or not f preserves the homotopy associativity of X and Y. 
In Section 2, stable Postnikov systems are constructed having primitive cohomology 
classes with nontrivial A3 obstruction. The reader may be familiar with the transpotence 
element [7]. We view such elements as H-maps into Eilenberg-MacLane spaces with 
nontrivial A3 obstruction. Our assumption that X is a finite mod 3 homotopy commu- 
tative, homotopy associative H-space allows us to lift X into these Postnikov systems 
by H-maps. We use much of the lifting technology developed in [8, 181. 
In Section 3, the functor CotorH*,X,(F3,F3) is shown to be the natural setting for 
many of our calculations. We begin by describing the Cotor construction and func- 
torial properties of CotorA(F3, F3) where A is an algebra over the Steenrod algebra. 
Theorem 3.1 becomes the main computational tool to eliminate the existence of gen- 
erators in degrees not of the form 3,7 or 2 .3J - 1. 
In Section 4 the same methods used in Section 3 are applied to a 3-stage Postnikov 
system to eliminate generators in degrees 2(3Jo - 1. The 3-stage system comes from a 
factorization of gp3’ through secondary operations [lo]. We conclude with a proof of 
the Main Theorem. 
In Section 5 we generalize the Main Theorem to a result for primes greater than 3. 
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All spaces will be connected and basepointed. All homotopies will respect basepoint. 
In Sections l-4 all coefficients are F3. If Y is a loop space we use the notation BY for 
its classifying space. So C&BY) = Y. Throughout Sections 1-4, we reserve the symbol 
X to denote a finite, 3-local, simply connected, homotopy commutative, homotopy 
associative H-space. 
1. Homotopy associativity of H-spaces and maps 
We review some facts about the Milnor construction for the classifying space of a 
loop space and the Stasheff-Sugawara construction for the third projective space of a 
homotopy associative H-space. If (X,p) is a homotopy associative H-space and Y is 
a double loop space, we define the Aj-obstruction of an H-map .f :X + Y. Many of 
these facts are discussed in detail in [8, 13, 151. 
If Z = sZ(BZ) is a loop space with classifying space BZ, Milnor defines a filtration 
of BZ 
B,Z=CQBZcB2ZcB3Zc...cBZ. 
Further, there are cofibrations 
B;Z~Bi+,Z-(CZ)d+’ (l-1) 
and the suspension map is induced by CQBZ c BZ: 
cr* : H*(BZ) 4 H*(CQBZ) 5 H*-‘(SZBZ). (1.2) 
If X, ,u is an H-space, we say X, p is homotopy associative if the following diagram 
commutes up to homotopy: 
Stasheff calls such a space an A3-space. In [15] Stasheff generalizes this notion to 
&-space, but for the purposes of our exposition, Ax-space will suffice. Under these 
conditions, Stasheff constructs an analogous filtration 
CX c B2X c B3X 
with cofibration sequences 
(1.3) 
,ZX h &X L (cx)“’ 3 c2x 5 . . . , 
B2X i? B3X % (CX)^’ 3 cB2X ?!$ . (1.4) 
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If we apply cohomology with field coefficients and unravel the exact couple related 
to the filtration of B$, we obtain exact triangles 
(1.5) 
In [ 151 it is shown that 
et; = A-, the reduced coproduct 
c&+d@l- l@Li. (1.6) 
If i:it(yi)=X; then flz(xt @x2@x3)=yiy2y3. Note MT and c(z/j:: are the differen- 
tials in the cobar construction for H*(X). 
Now, we turn to maps f :X ---f Y. For our purposes, assume (X, ,u) is a homo- 
topy associative H-space and Y is a double loop space with double classifying space 
BBY =B2Y. 
We say f is an H-map if and only if there is a commutative ladder 
Further, ,f is an As-map if and only if there is a commutative ladder 
i,(X) I I i,(Y) B2.f 
B2X - B2Y 
h(X) 
I I 
i,(Y) 
Bzf 
B3X A B3Y 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
The vertical maps are part of the cofibration sequences from (1.4). In [8] we show 
(1.7) coincides with the usual definition of H-map. 
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If f is an H-map we can consider the problem of extending 82 f to a map B3 JL 
We have the following not necessarily homotopy commutative diagram: 
LB3X CB3 Y 
(1.9) 
Since (CX)^‘ is a cogroup, homotopy classes of maps from (CX)’ to CB2 Y form a 
group. Hence, we define 
a3(f):(ZX)’ +CB2Y (1.10) 
df) = (C&f MX) - dJ')(Cf jA3. 
We define 
A3( .f) = iYQ3(J’) 
where ir : ZB2 Y --) BBY is the inclusion. Since iy factors as 
&z(Y) 
CB2Y-ZB3Y 4 BBY 
and Ci2(Y)z2(Y)=*, by (1.4) we have 
A3C.f) = iY(.=2,f,b2W) : (,=) ” i BBY, 
(1.1 I) 
(1.12) 
We define ,43(f) to be the triple adjoint of A;(f) 
,43(f) :x 
A’ 
---f QY. (1.13) 
If B2.f is fixed then A3( f) is a well-defined map. If B2f is allowed to vary, there is 
indeterminacy in the definition of A3( f ). 
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First, [CB&, CBzY] is a group, so we may change CB:! f by a map of the form 
r~/A(W 
This will not change the commutativity of diagram (1.7) since 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
by (1.4). However, in (1.12) is(f) would change to 
i~(CB2f + y~h(Whz(W. (1.16) 
By (1.6) As(f)* would change by im 6~3 1 - 1 @ 6= im ct~@. 
In summary, if B2 f is allowed to vary then As(f) has indeterminacy I’y(yCfi~ (X) 
a*(X)), where y E [C(CX)“*, .X&Y]. If Bzf is fixed, As(‘) is well defined as a map 
In the special case that Y is a generalized Eilenberg-MacLane space we have As(f) 
is a cohomology class and 
If 
‘43(f)* # 0 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
then f is not null homotopic. 
If X 1‘ Y A Z are maps between homotopy associative H-spaces we have by 
[8, Section 51 
A3(Sf)= Q@3(f> + A3kYN.f A f’ A f>. (1.19) 
This equation holds modulo the indeterminacy. 
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Remark. If Y = K(F3,n) then As(f) is a cohomology class 
( 1.20) 
This is precisely the differential in the spectral sequence associated to the filtra- 
tion of B$f. Since ir-’ [f] has indeterminancy im @, ct;i:-‘[f] has indeterminancy 
imaf@=imA-@1 - l@A-. 
If 
,f’:QX+SZY (1.21) 
is a loop map, then As(f) E *. This is discussed in [8]. 
2. 2-Stage Postnikov systems and lifting technology 
We construct stable 2-stage Postnikov systems with nontrivial A3 invariants. The 
key fact is that a 2n-dimensional element in the classifying space that suspends and 
has cup product cube trivial produces a transpotence element in the loop space with 
nontrivial As-invariant. Thus, every time the cup product cube factors through primary 
operations, we produce such a 2-stage system. 
We then focus on our mod 3 homotopy commutative, homotopy associative finite 
H-space X. We prove X lifts into these 2-stage systems by H-maps. Homotopy 
commutativity and associativity are used in a crucial way to obtain H-liftings. Us- 
ing these facts we can apply the theory of As-obstructions to study 
H*(X; F3). 
Throughout this discussion Fs coefficients are used. The notation K(nl, n2,. . n,) will 
be used to denote nf=, K(Fj,ni), a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces in degrees 
nr,...,lz,?. 
Let By0 : K(2n) + K(6n) be defined by (Bgg)*(&) = iz, = 9”&, where 9’ is the 
Steenrod operation. If BE0 is the fibre of Bgo we have a 2-stage system 
K(6n - 1) 
BEo 
I &o 
Wn) - K(6n) 
Rlu 
(2.1) 
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Looping diagram (2.1) and defining E0 = QBEO, s2Bqo = qo, fiBgo = go, QBjo =j,, we 
obtain a stable 2-stage system 
K(6n - 2) 
Eo 
I 
K(6n 
(2.2) 
1) 
If yo = (Bqo)*(&), then a*(yo) =qt(&,) = uo # 0, and vi = 0. Let 0: I?& c BEo. 
We have by (1.5) 
I 
H*(&) L 
.I 
H*(Bso) A H*(B&)d ” H*(BE,-,) (2.3) 
with 0*(yo)=y’. By (1.6) 
p,*<uo @ uo c3 uo) = (y’>3 = e*(y;> =0. (2.4) 
By exactness, there is an element 00 with 
SinC~~~~uo~uo~imd~1-1~~=imx~~~,w~~im~~.Therefore,i~(wo)=vo#O, 
for va E PH 6”-2(E~). Hence, 
A3(vo) = &$-‘(vo> 
ii*( 
={uo@uo~.o}E - 
zmd@l-l@X 
(2.5) 
In [7], us is sometimes called a “transpotence element” and denoted by (ps(yo). 
Eo can be used to show many other 2-stage systems contain elements with nontrivial 
As invariant. Let &s denote the Steenrod algebra, and 9’ E d(3). Suppose 
Y’ = C a,bi where ai, bi l d( 3). (2.6) 
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Let 9 : K(2n) -+ n K(2n + deg bi) be defined by g*(i2,,+degb,) = biizn. Then there is a 
commutative diagram 
K(2n) 
Hg I\_\_ ho 
II K(2n + deg bi) - K(6n) Ba 
(2.7) 
where (Bu)*(k > = c a&n+deg b, . 
If BE is the fibre of Bg there is a commutative diagram of stable 2-stage Postnikov 
systems 
rI K(2n - 1 +degbi) A K(6n - 1) 
I HJ 
BE 
Q 
Bh 
Bjo ,I 
BEo 
B90 
(2.8) 
K(2n) 
Looping (2.8) we obtain 
K(2n). 
rI 
Ra 
K(2n - 2 + degb;) - K(6n - 2) 
i 
j 
JO 
E 
I 
9 
h 
,I 
E,, d K(6n - 2) (2.9) 
I 
90 
K(2n - I) K(2n - 1). 
Note A3(h) IV * since h is a loop map. We have by (1.19) 
A3(uoh)--3(~0)(~~~~~) + (Quo)‘43(h) 
2/43(UO)(hAhAh). 
If h*(uo)=u, h*(uo)=u then 
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We have outlined a method to create many stable 2-stage Postnikov systems E with 
elements U, v with Am = {U @ u 6~ u}. If n # 3k then 9” is decomposable in d(3), so 
there exists such a 2-stage system E. If IZ = 3k for k > 0, Y3k is decomposable through 
secondary operations [lo] 
k-l 
Y3k =P14_l + CY3'CPj. 
j=O 
Associated to this factorization is a 3-stage stable Postnikov system 
QK, /’ E, ” 1 K(2.3k+’ - 2) 
1 41 
Eo 
91 
1 KI 
1 40 
K(2. 3k - 1) i 90 Ko 
with element u E Pff2. 3k”-2(E~ ), u = qTq$(i2 3~_ I ), 
(2.11) 
‘43(u)=u&3u@u (2.12) 
and 
k-l 
j:(v) ZzY c 93’ 12.3h+l-2-4.31 +,&i2.31+‘_3. 
j=O 
(2.13) 
The proof is analogous. We give explicit details in Section 4. 
We turn to the problem of lifting an H-space X into these Postnikov systems. The 
following theorem is due to Browder [l]. 
Let p be any prime. 
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a jinite, p local homotopy commutative und homotopy as- 
sociative H-space. Then H*(X; Fp) = A(x~, . . . ,xf ) degxi odd. Further, the Xi may be 
chosen to be primitive and the Bockstein vanishes on H*(X; Fp). 
We now give a brief description of power spaces and power maps. The theory of 
power maps will be used to construct H-liftings into Postnikov systems. 
Definition. We fix an integer 2b = -1 mod 3. An H-space Z,p is a power H-space if 
the map 
4:z-z, C#+z)=ai 
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is an H-map. Note any homotopy commutative, homotopy associative H-space is a 
power H-space. 
A map f : Y, p --f Z, v of H-spaces is a power map if for some j > 0, the following 
diagram commutes up to homotopy: 
where G(v) = y”, 4(a) = ai. 
Lemma 2.2. If (Y, tj) is a power H-space, (Z, 4) a double loop space, power H-space 
and f : Y + Z is a power map, then the H-deviation Df : Y A Y --f Z has the property 
43’Df. ‘v Dr($3’ A $3’). 
Proof. We assume 4 = Q(B#). Hence, 4 is a homomorphism. We indicate multipli- 
cation by juxtaposition. Then 
2 f W3’(Yl )ti3’(Y2))f$3’(Y2)-‘f ti3’(Yl >-I 
Theorem 2.3. Let X be a jinite homotopy commutative, homotopy associative mod 3 
H-space. Suppose there is a commutative diagram 
X - Ei-1 - Ko, 
f Y 
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where 
(1) Ei is the jbre of g, Ei is a stable stage of a Postnikov system, 
(2) f is an H-map, 
(3) sf 2*, SO a lifting f :X + Ei exists. 
Then 
(a> 
@I 
f” can be chosen to be a power map, 
Llf factors as 
D f 
XAX-E; 
because f is an H-map and 
(cl $3’D~D($3’ ~4~‘) where $:sZ& + QKo, 4 : X +X are the Ath power maps. 
If QKO is a generalized Eilenberg-MacLane space in even degrees, then f can 
be chosen to be an H-map. 
Proof. Since an H-map is a power map, f is a power map. We have by the Zabrodsky 
Lifting Theorem [ 181 that f can be chosen to be a power map. Since f is an H-map, 
LIr factors through the fibre. By Lemma 2.2, ti3’ D N D(43’ A 43J). If SZK, lies in 
even degrees, then D*(i) t H’“‘“(X AX)” [H*(X) @ 2] ‘“w for every fundamental class 
i E H*(QKo). 
By Theorem 2.1, D*(i) is a sum of elements of H*(X)@> that involve an even 
number of primitives. Since (c#I~‘)* is multiplication by (- 1) on PH*(X), we have 
($3’)* @(43’)*D*(i) = D*(i). But D*(e3’)*(i) = 0*(-i) = - D*(i). So D*(i) = 
- D*(i) for every fundamental class of H*(QKo). We conclude D rv * and f is an 
H-map. 0 
We remark that all the 2-stage Postnikov systems associated to a factorization of 9’ 
have SZK, in even degrees, and K in odd degrees. 
3. Cotor and some calculations 
Let p be any prime. Given a Hopf algebra A over &‘(p), we describe the d(p) 
algebra Cotor,(F,, F,). 
Let Z(A) be the augmentation ideal and define dl : I(A)@’ + Z(A)@“’ by dl = d@ 1 
@ . ‘63 1 - 1 @ 663 . . . @ I + . . + (- 1 )‘-I 1~3 1 @ . . . @ d.dl is known as the cobar 
differential. By coassociativity, dldl = 0 and dl is an d(p) module map. 
We define Cotor,+,(F,,F,) = 3. 
Cotor inherits an algebra structure where multiplication of cycles is given by ten- 
soring. Hence, Cotor,(Fp,Fp) inherits an algebra structure over the Steenrod algebra. 
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If A is a graded Hopf algebra, Cotor,,(Fp,Fp) is a bigraded algebra. The first bigrading 
comes from the number of tensor factors. The second bigrading is inherited from A. 
We collect the following facts with Ref. [7]. 
Given f : A + B a map of Hopf algebras over any subalgebra C of d(p) there is 
an induced map CotorA(F,, F,) + CotorB(F,, FP) of algebras over C. 
CotorABB(Fp, FP) 2 CotorA(Fp,Fp) @ Cotorg(Fp, F,) (3.1) 
as algebras. 
If A(x) is an exterior Hopf algebra on a primitive x of odd degree, then 
Cotor,,(,$F,,F,)= F,[sx, l,degx]. 
Hence, if H*(X, Fs) = A(xt,. . . ,xf) degxi odd and x, primitive, 
(3.2) 
Cotow+(X;~)(fi,fi)~ @fi[sx,, l,degxil. 
i=l 
(3.3) 
We now consider a commutative diagram of H-maps, where E is the 2-stage Postnikov 
system with k-invariant y 
E--J--k K(6n - 2) 
r” A 4 
X-K 
f 9 ,& 
(3.4) 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) A3(U)=U@U@u,f”*(U)=X E HPyX). 
(2) K, KO are generalized Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. 
(3) j*(u)= C .’ h a,z w ere ai E d(3) and i is a fundamental class. 
Then (sx)~ E im C ai in Cotor$&F?, F3) and x RX @.x E C ai(PH*(X)” ) 
+im(6@1-182). 
Proof. u,f is an even primitive cohomology class. Since ,even(.X’)= 0 by 
Theorem 2.1, we must haveAs(uJ)Eimd@ l-l @jbby (l.l8)As(vf)~(Qv)A~(~)+ 
A~(v)[//\~A,~] by (1.19) =(SZo)As(f)+x@x@x since f*(u)=x. 
By Theorem 2.1, [f] consists of odd degree primitives of H*(X) since f is an 
H-map. Therefore, because As(f) E IY”“(X A X A X), Theorem 2.1 implies 
As( ,f)*(i) E &H*(X)@‘-’ @DH*(X)@H*(X)@‘I-‘ = ker(o*)@j. (3.5) 
i=l 
Here OH*(X) is the module of decomposables. 
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If E : CQX +X is the evaluation map, then .a* = CJ* and by (3.5) As(f)8 : (CsZX)^’ 
+ QK is null homotopic. Therefore, there is a lifting d: (CsZX)r\’ + Q2Ko such that 
the following diagram commutes: 
(3.6) 
As(f)& =(Qj)d. By [3], d can be chosen so that 
dE ~(imc~*)~~-~ @ F2 @ (im cr*)@, 
i=l 
where F2 = 6-‘(im o* @ im o*). 
We have H * (LX) ” r( CJ* (x1 ), . , CJ* (xl )) as coalgebras so 
F2=imo* 69Fl, (3.7) 
where F2/ consists of two fold products of suspension elements. This is a splitting over 
d(3). 
Therefore, 
dE(imo*)@3~’ @ 
[ 
&(imn*)@‘-’ iy :;i,o*)@'~'] . (3.8) 
1=l 
BY (3.5) 
A&)& = (Q2V)A~(.f)EA3 + a*(x) 8 o*(x)@ o*(x) 
cy (sZv)(sZj)d + c*(x) @ a*(x)@ a*(x) 
=(c > 
ai d + o*(x) @I a*(x) C% a*(x) by hypothesis (3) 
E(o*@rr*@M*)(imd@l- l@Uij 
Taking the component of d in (im CT*)@~, we get 
a*(x)@ O*(x)@ a*(x) = (c Lq (o*)qe) + (a*>qw> (3.9) 
for some w~irn(d@l-1~2). Note by Theorem 2.1 PH*(X)“QH*(X), so we may 
assume e E PH*(X)@‘. 
Now ker(a*)@’ = Et, H*(X)@‘-’ @DH*(X) @~fi*(X)@‘~’ 
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so 
x@x@x= E > ai (e) + co + co’, (3.10) 
where w’ E ker( n* )@I. 
Since mEkerdi=d@l@l - l@d@l + l@l@d; it follows that o’Ekerd,. 
Hence, {CD’} E Cotor H*cXj(F3,F3). If {CD’} #O, then o’ is represented by elements 
of PH*(X)@’ by (3.3). But PH*(J@ nker(a*)@3 =0 so o’ E imd@ 1 - 1 @d. So 
(3.10) implies 
x@x@xE Cai(PH*(X)M’)+im(d@l - l@i). 
(3.11) implies 
(3.11) 
{x@x@X}= (Cui) {e). (3.12) 
It follows that (sx)~ E im C ai in Cotor;:(,,(F3,F3). 0 
Theorem 3.2. For e > 0, PH6’+‘(X) = 0. 
Proof. Let e>O be the largest integer such that PH6’f7(X) # 0. Then there is an 
Adem relation 
93/+4 = gYpI 93/+3 
2 
93/+3PH 6’+7(X) c PH’sr+‘9(X) = 0 
(3.13) 
by definition of 6. 
If E is the 2-stage Postnikov system associated to the factorization (3.13) we have 
a diagram (3.4). By Theorem 2.3, F is an H-map. By Theorem 3.1, if x E PH6’+‘(X), 
thenx~x~x=~‘(e)+(d~1-1~~)zforsomee~PH*(X)~3.Ifx~im~‘, there 
exists a t E PH*(X) with (t,x) = 1 (t, im 9”) = 0. Since H*(X) is primitively generated 
exterior, H*(X) is also exterior and t2 = 0. So 
l=(t@t@t,x@x@x)=(t@ttt,@(e)+(d@l-l@d)(z)) 
= (twcw,(Lk 1 - 1 @d)(z)) 
= (t2 @c t - t @ t2,z) = 0. 
This is a contradiction so 
x=@y (3.14) 
for y E PH 6’+3(X). Note we may assume y is primitive because y is certainly in- 
decomposable and x - 9’~ is odd degree primitive decomposable, hence zero. Now 
c?“+~ = .?‘.Y3’+’ and g3’+’ y E PH’8Pf7(X) = 0 by choice of L. 
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Hence, by Theorems 2.3 and 3.1 
y@,v@y=B’(e)+(d@l- l@d)(o) for some ~EPIY*(X)@~. (3.15) 
This implies by a similar argument 
y=@z for 2 E PIP-‘(X). (3.16) 
So, we have x=P’y, y=@z. Let t EPH 6/+7(X) be dual to x, (t,x) = 1. Then 
(tp’, y) = 1 and (tP’P’,z) = 1. 
Let r C H*(X) be the subHopf algebra generated by t,t9”,tP’.!P’. Since P’9’ 
9’ = 0, we have r is a subHopf algebra over the algebra generated by P’ . We have 
an extension of Hopf algebras since H*(X) is commutative and associative 
F3~r--tH*(X)~H*(X)//T~F~. (3.17) 
Dually, there is an epimorphism of Hopf algebras 
F3 t r* z H*(X) (3.18) 
and r* = ~(rc(z), n(y), rt(x)) where 
.&t(z) = 71(y), 9 71(y) = rc(X). 
r* is a Hopf algebra over the subalgebra Cc .d(3) generated by 9’. By (3.1) there 
is a map 
G~lorj!&)(fi,fi) 4 Cotor;r”(fi,F3), 
induced by rc. This is a map of algebras over C. Since So E imp’ in Cotor&cxI 
(F3,F3) it follows that 
s(r~(y))~ E im 9’ in Cotor& (F3, F3). (3.19) 
But the only possible element in the correct degree is s(r~(y)~(sn(z))). 
@b4Y>2~wl = NY13 + 2wY))(~74x))(~74z)) 
# sn(Y)3. 
So this is a contradiction and PH6’+7(X) = 0 for / > 0. 0 
Theorem 3.3. 9’ : PH3(X) + PH7(X) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. 9’ = 9’Y3 and p3PH7(X) = 0 by Theorem 3.2. Let x E PH7(X). By Theo- 
rem 3.1 applied to the 2-stage system associated to 9” = .Y1P3, we have 
x@x@xxE1(PH*(X)@3)+im(d@1 - 1@6). 
This implies x = 9’~. So 9’ : PH3(X) -+ PH7(X) is onto. 
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Now Y2 = 29’9”. If x E PH3(X) with 9’~ = 0, then applying Theorem 3.1 to the 
2-stage system associated to g2 = 29’9’ implies x =.Y’y which is impossible, for 
degree reasons. So Y’x # 0 and 9’ : PH3(X) + PH’(X) is one-to-one. 0 
Theorem 3.4. For G > 0 PH6f+3(X) = 0. 
Proof. We first prove PH6’f3(X) = g1PH6”-‘(X). Note 93’f2 = 2~1~3’+1~3~+ ’ 
PH6’+3(X) C PH 18’+‘(X) = 0 by Theorem 3.2. Applying Theorem 3.1, if x E 
PH6’+3(X) 
which implies x=.Y’y. So 
(3.20) 
Let P be the smallest integer greater than zero such that PH6’f3(X) # 0. We claim 
ifxEPH 6’f3(X) then 
x~im;/72$im.~3fim~4. (3.21) 
To see this suppose x = 9”~’ + Y3y2 + Y4y3 for Y’ E PH~/-~(X), y2 E pH6'-9(X), 
~3 E PH6'-'3(X). By choice of /, 93PH6’-9(X)=0 so p3y2 =O. Hence, 
x = .@y, + yy3. 
Since X is 2-connected, e > 2. If G >2, then by Theorem 3.2 PH6f-5(X) = 0. If 8 = 2 
then VI E PH’(X) = 9”PH3(X) by Theorem 3.3. Hence, Y1yl E Y2PH3(X) = 0. So, 
we conclude .Y2y’ = 0 and 
x = #y3 = @,y3y3. (3.22) 
By the choice of /, @y3 = 0 and by Theorem 2.1, /?’ y3 = 0. So .Y3 factors through 
secondary operations [lo] and we have 
since the Bockstein vanishes on H*(X) by Theorem 2.1. By (3.22) x = 9’p3y3 E 
imB2 which is impossible by the above argument. So this proves (3.21). 
By the Adem relations 
g3f+2cy' =2@y3f-' (3.23) 
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and .@~‘PH6/-‘(X) C PH ‘8’-‘(X) = 0 by Theorem 3.2. So we have a commutative 
diagram 
K( 18e - 6) 
,~dK(l8d+ IO) (3.24) 
y*(il*/-5) = @-I . z&-l, 143(v)=U@U63u, u=q*(@i6/_,), j*(u)=x=@y,j*(v)= 
2Y4i _ 18Y 6. 
By Theorem 3.1 
x@x@x~9’~(PH*(X)~~)+im(d@l - l@d). (3.25) 
By (3.21) there is a primitive t with (t,x) = 1 (&imp2 + imp3 + imy’) = 0. 
Hence, 
1=(t@tttt,x@x@x)=(t@tttt,~4e+(Li~l - l@d)z) 
= ((t @ t @ t)Y’,e) + (t2 @t - t @ t2,z) 
=o 
because t2 = 0 and 0 = tP2 = tP3 = tP4. 
This is a contradiction. We conclude PH6’+3(X) = 0 for G > 0. 0 
Corollary 3.5. 9’ acts trivially on PH*(X) above degree 3. 
Proof. PH*(X) is concentrated in odd degrees by Theorem 2.1. By Theorems 3.2-3.4, 
for e>O 
PH6’+3(X) = 0, 
PH6’+‘(X) = 0, 
@PH’(X) = 0, 
Since P” has degree 4 the corollary follows. 0 
Theorem 3.6. PH*(X) is concentrated in degrees 3,7 and 2.3j - 1 for j > 0. Further, 
all Steenrod operations vanish on PH*(X) above degree 3. 
Proof. Note that if p,,P’,. . . ,@-’ vanish on a cohomology class x, then by [IO] 
k-l 
.P3kx=Ij,c#-,(x)+ c Y3'&(X>, (3.26) 
/=O 
where C& 1, ~~ are secondary cohomology operations. 
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If x is an odd primitive, it is also an indecomposable. So if 9”“~ # 0 it is primitive 
indecomposable, because it lies in odd degree. 
Let x E PH*(X) and suppose by induction that above degree 3, Y’PH*(X) = = 
931m’PH*(X) =O. We h;ve piPH*(X)=O by Theorem 2.1. By (3.26) 
k-l 
,/p3kx = p, f#-,(x) + c cY3’$,(x). 
/=O 
If Y3’x# 0 it is indecomposable, so 4f(x) must be indecomposable for some /. But 
since Y”PH*(X) = 0 above degree 3, Y3’QH*(X) = 0 above degree 3. 
We conclude .Y3’x = 0. By induction all Steenrod operations vanish on PH*(X) 
above degree 3. Further, by Theorem 3.3, the only Steenrod operation that acts non- 
trivially on PH3(X) is 9’. 
Now if n # 3j, then there are Adem relations 
9” = C aibi for ai, b; E .d(3). 
If x E PH2+‘(X) for n >4, then b;x = 0. By Theorem 3. I 
XC$X@XE Cai(PH*(X)~‘)+~~(d~l-l~d). 
This implies x lies in the image of Steenrod operations. But since all Steenrod 
operations vanish above degree 3, we conclude PH*+‘(X) = 0 for n # 3j. 0 
4. MZ.st-t(X) = 0 
In this section we eliminate all generators in degrees 2 3k - 1. Then Theorems 3.6 
and 3.3 imply H*(X) is isomorphic to the cohomology of a product of Sp(2)s. This 
will complete the proof of the main theorem. 
Recall that Liulevicius Liu proved for k >O, 9’31 factors through secondary opera- 
tions. One way of writing this is 
(4.1) 
In [lo] the factorization of 9 0 3’ has primary operations followed by secondary. But 
since the primary operations have /Ji, Y’, . . . , @-’ as factors we obtain (4.1). 
The secondary operations &, 4-i are defined on cohomology classes in the kernel of 
fi,,.Y’)..., 9-‘. This implies there is a tertiary operation that can be used to construct 
an element with nonzero A3 obstruction. We provide the details here. The main idea 
is as follows. Let Ea be the 2-stage system with k-invariants PI, P’, . . . , 83Am’. Then 
in H*(Eo) there exist stable elements OF, d= ~ l,O, 1,. . . , k - 1 corresponding to the 
secondary operations $J/, / = - l,O,. . . , k - 1. Let Ei be the 3-stage system with k- 
invariants vi, e = - 1, 0, 1, . . . , k - 1. Then there will be an element v E PH2. 3’ ‘ ’ p2(Ei ) 
with .43(v) = u 8 u 8 U. 
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4.1. Construction of BEQ 
Let BKo = K(2. 3k) 
k-l 
BKi= n K(2.3k +4.3’)~K(2.3~ + I), 
/=O 
Bgo : BKo + BKA defined by 
Let BE0 be the fibre of Bgo. Then there exist elements Bv, EPH*(B&) corresponding 
to the stable secondary operations. 
BKo A BK;. 
&IO 
If Buo = (Bqo)*(i2 -,L ) then 
k-l 
(BIA~)~ = cY3’(Buo) = c 9”‘(Bv/) + P,(Bv-I 1. 
f=O 
Eo is defined to be s2BEo 
v/ = a*(Bv(), vhl = a*(Bu_, ), u. = g*(Buo), 
KO = QBKO, K; = QBK;, go = sIzBqo. 
4.2. Construction of El 
Let BK{ = n:zi K(2. 3kf’ - 4.3’) x K(2.3kf’ - l), 
Bg, : BE0 --f BK( be defined by 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
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Let BEI be the fibre of By, 
(4.6) 
1 
BEo 
By (4.3) (Bql)*(Buo)3 = 0. 
Define El = QBEl, K,’ = QBKi, g1 = s2Bgl. 
Then following the argument in Section 2, in the 3-stage system El, there exists an 
element 
VEPH 
2.3""_2 
(El) with .43(v) = u 8 u @ U, (4.7) 
u = o*(Bq, )*(Buo), 
k-l 
j;(o)= c 93'(. 12 3k+‘_2_4.3/) +fll(i2.3’+‘_3). 
/=O 
We have a 3-stage system described below 
(4.8) 
HI 
Eo - K; 
For the remainder of the section k will be the smallest positive integer such that 
PH2’31-‘(X)#0. By a sequence of arguments we will prove PH2’31-‘(X)=0. 
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Let n E PH2 -3k-1(X). Then all Steenrod operations vanish on x, by Theorem 3.6. 
Proposition 4.1. There exists a commutative diagram 
with J‘ *(i2 3k_, ) = x and ,fb is un H-mup 
Proof. fo exists since fi1.a~ = 0 = 9”~ = . = ;Jip3’-‘x by Theorem 3.6. 
k-l 
L’K;=ljK(2.3k+4.3’-2)xK(2.3k-l). 
/=O 
By Theorem 2.3 we may assume fo is a power map. Then since H*(X) is generated by 
odd primitives, by Lemma 2.2, the H-deviation of ,fe lies in H2 3k-‘(X AX). Further, 
by [8, Section 61 this factor satisfies 
d,[Dt,]=(&% 1 - 1 c%~)[D,,]=/h43(f)=O. 
so {[Df,]}E cc$&.$' (fi,fi) = 0 by (3.4). So [&I = d;. Altering fo through the 
fibre by the element z shows that fs can be chosen to be an H-map. 
Since 91 is an H-map, it follows that glfa consists of elements of PH*(X) in 
degrees between 2. 3k - 1 and 2. 3k+’ - 1. By Theorem 3.6 gtfo is null homotopic, 
so ft exists. 0 
Let 2 be the 3-connective cover of X. We have a fibre sequence 
rI K(Z.2) 
(4.9) 2 
. 
77 
x w 4-I K(Z, 3 1. 
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If A is the d(3) subHopf algebra of H*(X; F3) generated by H3(X; F3) then a Serre 
spectral sequence argument shows 
_ 
H*(X) “H*(X)//A @ F3[u, ,...,Uml~~(PIUI,...,B1Um> (4.10) 
with im rt* = H*(X)//A. Here A is isomorphic to the cohomology of a product of 
Sp(2)s by Theorems 3.3 and 3.6. The elements ~1,. . . , u, are 18-dimensional generators 
and m is the number of three-dimensional generators in a basis for H3(X). /II is the 
Bockstein. 
Further, 2 is a homotopy commutative and associative H-space, since w is an 
A?-map and a c-map [8]. It follows that 
n* :pH2.3”-1(~)~pH2.3~-I(X) 
and 
If ,iZ E PH2 3’-‘(2), then 2 does not lie in the image 
of any Steenrod operations. 
Further, since H*(2) is free commutative, by (4 
PH*(L@) is generated by suspensions, 
and g* : QH*(f) + PH*(E?) is manic by 
We now prove the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 4.2. For ail j> 0, PH2‘ 3’p1(X) = 0. 
10) 
[61. (4.12) 
(4.11) 
Proof. Let j be the smallest positive integer such that PH2’3’p’(X) # 0. Let x E 
PH2.3’-‘(X) and 2 = Z*(X) # 0. 
We have a commutative diagram 
_ 
x--y--+x-- - K’ 0 
with f *(iz 3k_ l ) =x. By Proposition 4.1, fo is an H-map, so 0); factors through the 
fibre. For degree reasons [Or;] is a cohomology class in 
I(A)H*(X)@f?*(X) +f?*(x)@I(~)H*(x), 
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where A is the d(3) subHopf algebra generated by H3(X). Since 71*(1(A))= 0, we 
have frrr is an H-map. 
Let’s analyze A~(J~~~)=A~(~o)(;Tc~\~cA) by (1.19). We have Asp H2’3”-2 
(x~xnx)cI(A)~I(A)~Z(A). So A3(f‘7c)=A3(f)(nA7cAn) E *. Hence, A~(forr) 
factors through Q2KA which lies in degrees 2 . 3k - 3 + 4.3j and 2 . 3k - 2. By (4.10) 
where DH*(f) is the module of decomposables. We have the following diagram: 
(Qjl)d =A3(fr7r)sA3. By [2, Proposition 3.11 and (4.12) we may choose 
d E x(imo*)@‘-’ @F2 ~(jmrr*)@+‘, 
i=l 
where F2 = dp’(im CT* @ im a*). 
Since pH2.3’ ’ ’ -2 (g)=O by (4.10) we have vf,n?* and 
A3(z~fin)=dlG for GEE*(X) . - B2 
Further, by (1.19) and (4.7) 
and 
a*(~)~a*(~)~o*(I)+(rr*)~'A3(f,n)*(S2~)=(o*)~~(d,~), 
CJ*(:) @ o*(i) 8 a*(T) + d*(Qj, )*(Qv) = (o*)@3(d,G), 
by (4.13). 
By (4.7) this reduces to 
o*(f) ~3 a*(.?) @z o*(T) + (d) = (a*)@3(d,G). 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
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By (4.12) we have F2 = irn CT* $ F,’ where F2/ consists of twofold products of sus- 
pensions. 
This is a splitting over the Steenrod algebra so if we equate the components of 
(4.16) that lie in (imo*)@3, we get 
i 
o*(Z) @ o*(1)@ a*(T) + (C .P3’ + JI) (o* CC CT* 63 a*)(e) = (a*)@(dlG) 
or 
where w’E ker(a*)@j = Cf=, I?*(X)@“-’ @DDH*(X)@fi*(X)@‘im’ by (4.10). 
Choose t gPH*(_f) with (t,?) = 1. We have t’=O since H*(X) is commutative. 
Since I? is not in the image of any Steenrod operations by (4.1 l), we may choose t so 
that 
lc t, iln83’ + irnfi, =o. > 
By Eq. (4.17) 
This is a contradiction. We conclude PH* 3’p’ (X) = 0 for all j. 0 
Corollary 4.3 (Main Theorem). H*(X; FJ) 2 A(xl,. . . ,x,, #“xl,. . . , Ylx,,,) ~#~rre deg 
x, = 3. 
5. Generalization to all odd primes 
There is a generalization of the Main Theorem to primes greater than 3 (Theo- 
rem 5.4). The main hypothesis needed is the existence of a power map \t/ :X +X that 
is an A,_, map. Then we can use this power map to produce A,_, liftings into our 
Postnikov systems. These A,_, liftings can be used to study elements with nonzero A,, 
obstruction such as the transpotence element mod p. We leave many of the details to 
the reader. Many of the basic properties of Ak-spaces are described in [S, 151. 
Definition 5.1. Let i, be a primitive pth root of unity. Let X be an A, space. Then 
X is a R - A, space if the power map JI :X +X defined by $(x) = xi is an A/ map. 
A map CJ :X + Y between i. - A/ spaces is a ,I - A( map if for some t > 0, there is a 
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commutative diagram of At-maps 
where C$ and (i/ are kh power maps. Note that for p =3, a homotopy commutative, 
homotopy associative H-space is a i_ - A2 space. Henceforth, we assume p>3. 
Proposition 5.1. If X is a I. - A,_, space that is jinitr, then 
H*(X;F,)=A(x,,...,x,) degxj odd 
and xi are primitive A,_, classes. 
Proof. By the Bore1 structure theorem, it suffices to prove H*(X; F,) has no even 
algebra generators. Since X is homotopy associative, the existence of even generators 
implies H*(X; FP) has a nonzero commutator of an even and odd generator (See [5, 
Section 46.11). If we choose the lowest degree commutator in H*(X; f$), say [s, t] 
we may assume [s, t] is primitive and s has odd degree and t has even degree. Now, 
$*(s) = As, i/l*(t) = At so 
ICI*@, tl) = 12[s, tl. (5.1) 
If x E QH*(X;F,), then $*(x)=kc + d where d is decomposable. So let x be an 
algebra generator with 
(b,tLx) = 1. 
Then 
([s, t], kc) = i, 
= (h tl2 +*m 
= (ICI*[S,tl,x) 
= Q”*L& tl,xl 
= IL2. 
So 1.2 = ,J which is a contradiction. So there are no even generators in H*(X; I$). 
We conclude 
H*(X; F,) =A(x,, . . . ,x,) degq odd and primitive. 
By [2] the xi can be chosen to be A,_, classes. 0 
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Since $ : X +X is an A,_, map, we have a commutative ladder 
&llr 
B2X - B2X 
(5.2) 
4-11 
B-X-B-X 
P 1 P ’ 
By Hemmi [2, Theorem 3.51 
H*(B/X; 4)” Fp[YI(O.. .2 Y,(e)1 
(Y,(e),...,y,(e))r+’ @s(e). 
(5.3) 
Further, the ,I+(/) can be chosen so that 
(B/~)*(Yi(r))=~~Yi(L). (5.4) 
This follows from [5, Proposition 48.11. The map B/X 5 B/+*X has the property 
i/*(YiCff + 1)) = Yi(f) (5.5 1 
by [2, Theorem 3.51. 
We now prove the analogue of Theorem 2.3. 
Theorem 5.2. Let X be a jinite 2 - AP_, power space. Suppose there is a diagram 
E; 
/.I i 4 
X. E,_, 
/ g +KQ, 
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where 
(1) Ei is the jibre of g, Ei is u stable Postnikov system. 
(2) f is an Ap_l map. 
(3) The diagram commutes: 
&-If 
B-X-B-E._ 
P 1 p I 1 I 
B-X-B-E._ 
P ’ p I I I 
4-d 
(4) Then ifQK0 is a generalized Eilenberg-MacLane space in even degrees, ,f can 
be chosen to be an Ap_, map. 
Proof. We sketch the proof and leave many details to the reader. 
Assume by induction / is an 2 - A/_ 1 map for L’< p. Then there is a commutative 
diagram (see [9]): 
k,B/-17 
B[_,X e BEi 
1 k_,B f 1 4 I 
B/X - BE,_, (5.6) 
(ZX)^ - BKO 
a,(i) 
Note the top square of (5.6) commutes with the appropriate power maps. By [9, The- 
orem 6.11, al(f) is adjoint to Al(f). 
But for e < p - 1, since f is an A,_, map, a&) can be considered an ele- 
ment of Cotor2:,,(Fp,Fp) [9, Section 61. Hence, a&) is represented by elements 
of PH*(X)@‘. It can also be shown that since the top square of (5.6) commutes with 
the appropriate power maps, 
](ti* >P’l@‘[a~(~)l* = h4f”)*. (5.7) 
But [($* )P’]@’ : PH*(X)@’ t PH*(X)@( . IS multiplication by 3,‘. So (A’-A)a,(f)* = 0 
which implies a&f) = *. Hence, f” is an A,_1 map by induction. 
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A similar argument shows 
[(~*)~l~p-‘cu,-l(~>l* = 4~,-,(~~*1. (5.8) 
But a,_~(?)* E Heven(XA”-’ ) by hypothesis 4. 
So a,_t(f”)* consists of an even number of primitives in Heven(XA’-’ ). 
Eq. (5.8) implies n2saP_,(f)* = AaP_l(f)*. Since 3,2” - jb # 0, so we conclude up_, 
(f”)* = 0 and f is an A,_, map. q 
Proposition 5.3. Let X be u jinite A - A,_, space. If h :X + K(F,, 2n) is an A,_I 
map, then A,(h) = dl O.I for o E H*(X)@‘P’. 
Proof. We have the following commutative diagram: 
BP-d 
4-2X - BP_2K 
1 &-lh ! 
BP- IX - BP-,K (5.9) 
By [9, Lemma 5.51 A,(h) is adjoint to iK(CBp_,h)&I(X) as described by the fol- 
lowing diagram: 
(cx),’ (Zh)“P , (CK)/\’ 
(5.10) 
Note iK(CBp_,h) represents an element of Hodd(Bp_~X). By [3, Theorem 3.51 
Hodd(BP_$) C: im ~-I(X)*, so [iK(CBp_lh)&-l(X)]* C im&I(X)*cr,-l(X)* = 
imdl. El 
Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 5.3 can now be used to prove analogues of Theo- 
rems 3.1-3.6. There is a factorization of 9’J” through secondary operations. Using this 
factorization we obtain 
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Theorem 5.4. Let X be a$nite ~_-A,_I powler space. Then H*(X; FP) = A (xl,. .,x,, 
P’x I,. . . , Y’x,) where degree xi = 3. This is an isomorphism as Hopf algebrus ouer 
the Steenrod algebra. 
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